Reception School Closure Homework Learning Tasks
Mathematics
Collect some different fruits/ vegetables.
Can you investigate how heavy they are? Can
you predict which one is going to be the
heaviest and lightest? Can you weigh them
using some scales and put them in order
starting with the heaviest? Did you predict
correctly?
Choose one of your toys – perhaps you could
choose a figure or a doll. Can you find
something that is taller or shorter than
your figure/doll. Perhaps you can measure
how tall it is. You could use blocks or could
even use a ruler. What other things could
you measure around your house? You could
measure with a ruler or tape measure or you
could use your handspan if you don’t have
one. If you have grown sunflowers or
beanstalks maybe you could measure them
and see how tall they have grown. Maybe you
could measure your family and find out who
is the tallest and who is the shortest?
Can you create a repeating pattern using
some fruit and vegetables? Perhaps you
could do some printing with vegetables or
some other objects. Can you make a 3 step
repeating pattern? Or perhaps your pattern
could have two elements – e.g. colour and
shape (red apple, green pear, red apple,
green pear).

So as we are all still at learning at home we are sending you some new
challenges to keep going. We know and understand it is really tricky
at home, but keep going you are doing an amazing job. The most
important thing is to remember to try and do at least a little bit of
learning each day. Most important of all is to keep reading every day
and recapping on those phonemes and tricky words so you don’t forget
them.
If we were in school our topic this term would be We Are
Storytellers. As well as reading lots of lovely traditional stories this
half term, our focus text would have been the story –
Supertato

Please keep sending us lots of photographs of your home learning to
your class email address.

Class1homelearningselfie@forefieldinfant.sefton.school
Class2homelearningselfie@forefieldinfant.sefton.school
Class3homelearningselfie@forefieldinfant.sefton.school
Please adapt and support your child as much or little as you feel they need. Work can be
completed on paper or practically. Don’t feel you need to print out sheets from the
website – these can just be used as ideas and starters for your discussion and as ways to
record in your Homework books.

Literacy
Read the story of
Supertato. If you don’t
have your own, we have
uploaded one to our home
learning page.
Complete a story map for Supertato–
drawing or writing about the different
parts of the story. We have put some
templates on the website you can print
off or copy into your book to help you.
Can you create a comic strip
(pictures/written) telling the Supertato
story? If you are looking for an extra
challenge perhaps you can make up a
different story about the adventures of
Supertato and the Evil Pea! You could
even create a different evil character.
Can you create a wanted poster for the
Evil Pea? We have a template on our
website for you to copy or print off. Tell
everybody how to spot Evil Pea. Don’t
forget to use some super describing
words to tell everybody what he looks
like so they can easily spot him if he
sneaks into their home.

Physical
The tweezer challenge! Have you got any
Frozen peas in your freezer ? Have you got
some tweezers too? – Use the tweezers to
put a different amount of peas in different
containers. Maybe you could use a timer to
see who can do it the quickest.
Can you make a jelly just like in the story to
trap Evil Pea? You could try different jelly
flavours and see which one is your favourite.
Create a super hero assault course outside.
Can you keep Supertato super fit? Will you
climb over, under, through? Will you tiptoe,
jump, crawl? Don’t forget to send your
photos/videos our way. Maybe you could
time yourself. I wonder who is the fittest
superhero in your family. Maybe you could
make some medals, for 1st,2nd,3rd 4th

Personal, Social & Emotional
How can we be heroes? Who can
we help? Think about all the
Rainbow Key workers. How are
they helping us at the moment?
Talk with your family members
about other people who help us.
How and why do they help us? Do
they help us in the same or
different ways?
Would you forgive Evil Pea?
Discuss forgiveness with your
grown up. What does this mean?
What can we do if we haven’t
made a sensible choice?
Talk about our Golden Rules in
school. Which Golden rules did
the Evil Pea break? How could he
be a better friend?

Expressive Arts & Design
Can you devise a plan to capture
the evil Pea ? Can you design and
then build a trap? Think about the
best materials to use to make it
secure. Don’t forget to test it out
and make sure Evil Pea cannot
escape. Once you are happy with
your trap send a photograph to
your class teacher to enter our Evil
Pea Trap Competition.
Choose some different fruits or
vegetables from your house. Look
closely at their features – the
colours, patterns, lines and
markings. Maybe use a magnifying
glass to help you see really closely.
Can you draw or paint them?

Understanding the World
Where do our vegetables come from?
How do they grow? Do they grow above
or below the ground? Can you predict
what is inside the vegetables?
Make vegetable soup/ mashed potato.
Look and describe a potato before
boiling- notice the changes . Make sure
you have a grown up with you.
When you are out and about look for
signs of summer. What things do you
notice have changed since the spring?
How is summer different from other
Seasons? Do you know which season will
come next? Can you find out?
Can you plant a sunflower seed in a pot in
your garden? Take good care of it and
make sure you find out what it needs to
help it grow.

